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EXT. SUNNYVILLE - MORNING

In suburban Sunnyville, MURRAY makes his rounds hand -
delivering the mail to all his neighbors. 

Cheerful and dressed in his little mailman uniform, no one 
seems to notice... that he’s a moleman. And he likes it that 
way. He hands MS. WU a package.

MURRAY
Your cheese-of-the-month Ms. Wu!

MS. WU
Thanks Murray!

Then a stack of envelopes for MR. WHEATLOCK...

MURRAY
Bills for you Mr. Wheatlock!

MR. WHEATLOCK
Thanks Murray!

Then a catalog for suspicious old MRS. SHERMAN...

MURRAY
Mrs. Sherman! Your catalog--

MRS. SHERMAN
Keep away from my begonias, you 
Sasquatch!

Uh oh. She sees through Murray’s disguise. He tries to laugh 
it off with a forced smile.

MURRAY
Ha ha. Oh Mrs. Sherman. We’ve 
discussed this - I am just a normal 
human mail man.

She keeps grumbling to herself as Murray hurries to the last 
house. With practiced ease he slides the mail into the slot, 
then unlocks the door and heads inside. It’s his own house.

INT. MURRAY’S HOUSE - MORNING

He takes off his hat, then looks down and sees the mail.

MURRAY
Oh! Mail!

On top of the envelopes is a flyer for a CARNIVAL. He gasps.



MURRAY (CONT’D)
Karl! Karl!

He dashes to the kitchen where KARL THE PUG sits on the 
table. Karl shares more traits with a bag of cement than a 
dog, but is nonetheless adorable. Murray waves the flyer.

MURRAY (CONT’D)
Look at this, Karl! Are you 
thinking what I’m thinking?

(Beat, EXTREME CLOSEUP)
Carnival. Is what I’m thinking.

An awkward pause. Karl just wheezes.

EXT. CARNIVAL - AFTERNOON

Murray looks around in awe at the CARNIVAL. It’s full of 
rides, games, food booths, laughing kids, happy families...

MURRAY
A human carnival, Karl. Look at the 
sights! Hear the sounds! Smell 
the... smells! It’s amazing!

Karl wheezes. He’s sitting in a little RED WAGON that Murray 
is PULLING ALONG with a piece of string so Karl doesn’t have 
to walk. The wagon has flames painted on the side.

MURRAY (CONT’D)
Look! “Ri-des!” Come on Karl!

MONTAGE - MURRAY AND KARL AT THE CARNIVAL

1. Murray & Karl ride the Ferris Wheel - Murray laughs and 
happily kicks his feet as Karl sits motionless.

2. Murray happily eats cotton candy. Karl has an empty cone 
in his wagon, face already covered in cotton candy residue.

3. Murray & Karl enter a haunted house ride - Murray screams 
and clings to Karl as a ghost pops out.

4. Match cut to Murray & Karl on the Tunnel of Love, where 
Murray is now happily hugging Karl.

EXT. CARNIVAL MIDWAY - AFTERNOON

Murray arrives at the MIDWAY full of games.
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MURRAY
Ooh, human games. Like humans play!

(Beat, to Karl)
Of course I know what they are, 
don’t be ridiculous.

They walk along, looking at all the booths.

MURRAY (CONT’D)
Ball toss, for tossing balls... 
Ring the Bell for bell ringing, 
obviously. Whack-A-Mo... mole?

Murray’s jaw drops.

MURRAY (CONT’D)
Whack-A-Mole?!

He attempts to push through the crowd but he’s too short to 
see anything; Just FLASHES of moles being whacked on the head 
with mallets - not enough to understand what’s happening.

MURRAY (CONT’D)
Wait! Stop! This is--!

A HUGE SECURITY GUARD steps in the way.

SECURITY GUARD
You wanna back off pal? You gotta 
wait your turn like everyone else.

MURRAY
But--

SECURITY GUARD
Scram.

Escorted away from the booth, Murray looks back vengefully.

MURRAY
I’ll be back, my mole brothers. 
This shall not stand.

He (intensely) eats a fistful of cotton candy. Karl wheezes.

INT. MURRAY’S HOUSE - EVENING

Back in the kitchen, Murray has constructed a full-scale 
model of the carnival and is intently examining it with Karl, 
who is sitting on the table. Murray looks discouraged.
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MURRAY
Karl, it’s hopeless. Everything’s 
just too heavily fortified!

Murray slumps in his chair, head in hands. After a beat, Karl 
wheezes. His eyes dart to the CHURRO CART. Murray’s head 
snaps up and he jumps to his feet, reinvigorated.

MURRAY (CONT’D)
From behind the churro cart? Of 
course! How could I have been so 
blind? Karl, you’re a GENIUS!

Murray & Karl get ready for their mission in super-cool, spy 
movie style; They put on their black turtlenecks, pull on 
black beanies, Karl’s wagon gets spray-painted black...

SMASH CUT TO:

EXT. CARNIVAL - NIGHT

Murray sneaks into the dark carnival, pulling Karl’s wagon 
along behind him. He squats in the shadows, looking towards 
the Whack-A-Mole booth. He points with his FLASHLIGHT.

MURRAY
Okay Karl. It’s just a straight 
shot down the midway to the--

He freezes as he spots a silhouetted figure watching them.

MURRAY (CONT’D)
We’ve been made, Karl! Initiate 
distraction protocol delta!

Murray SHOVES Karl’s wagon and dives into a bush. The wagon 
gently rolls a few feet... and then squeaks to a stop. 
Nothing happens. Everything’s quiet.

Murray pokes his head out of the bush and sees that it was 
just one of the COWS at the petting zoo. Relieved, he goes 
back to grab Karl and points at the cow threateningly.

MURRAY (CONT’D)
You saw nothing, cow.

Murray and Karl run the rest of the way to the Whack-A-Mole 
booth. Murray uses Karl’s wagon to give himself a boost up 
and shines his flashlight over the Whack-A-Mole counter.

MURRAY (CONT’D)
My brothers! Prepare for freedom!
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They’re just PLASTIC TOY MOLES with cute painted-on smiles, 
but Murray doesn’t notice. He starts pulling them out and 
flinging them into Karl’s wagon. Suddenly there’s a voice--

SECURITY GUARD (O.S.)
Hey! Who’s there?

Murray tosses the last mole down to Karl and jumps down.

MURRAY
Peel out, Karl!

Murray runs out of the carnival as fast as he can.

EXT. PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Murray and Karl run into the carnival parking lot and hide 
behind a dumpster. He turns to the wagon full of “moles”.

MURRAY
I don’t think we were followed.

They don’t move. Puzzled, he pokes one and it just falls 
over. One of them is upside-down. then looks at Karl.

MURRAY (CONT’D)
My gosh. They’re... They’re...

(Beat, doesn’t get it)
In shock! Scared stiff!

He gathers them all up in his arms protectively.

MURRAY (CONT’D)
Shh shh. Don’t say anything. We’re 
going someplace where you’ll never 
be whacked again.

INT. MURRAY’S HOUSE - LATER

Murray sits in his living room easy chair sipping hot cocoa 
with Karl sitting on his lap. He pats Karl on the head.

MURRAY
Well Karl, we did good work today.

Karl wheezes.

MURRAY (CONT’D)
Ha ha you said it, boy.
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INT. MOLETOWN - THE NEXT MORNING

Deep underground in Moletown, Murray’s mom MRS. DIRTCLOD 
opens the front door to find a cardboard box on her stoop.

There’s a note: “MOM - PLZ LUV THEM.” She opens the box and 
sighs at the sight of the blankly smiling PLASTIC MOLES.

MRS. DIRTCLOD
Oh Murray...

END.
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